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VISAR WAVE PROFILE MEASUREMENTSIN SUPRA{OMPRESSED HE
D.J. ERSKINE,L. GREEN and C. TARVER
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550*
Using a VISAR velocimeter with nanosecondtime resolution,wave profiles of the reaction zone were measuredin
planar TNT and92.5l7.5 TATBKEL-F samplesimpactedby flyer plates from a two-stagegas gun, at shock
pressuresexceedingthe detonationpressure. The results indicate that for increasingpiston-supponedpressuresthe
difference betweeninen and reaction product Hugoniots becomesvery small. For TNT, the reaction zone is fairly
well defined and does not extend bevond 150 ns.
l.

Introduction
In recent years,it has become possible to supracomprcss

(overdrive) detonating solid explosives to pressures
exceedingtheir self-sustainingChapman-Jouguet(C-J)
pressuresby impacting them with gas-gunacceleratedflyer
plates at velocities of several kilometers per second.
Previous studies of this typel had indicated that it is difficult
to fit, with the same JWL equation of state and standard
assumptions,both the supracomprcssedand C-J states. It
was suggested2ttrat this may be due to the presence of a
relatively slow reaction (possibly carbon condensation)
following a fast reaction that prevents the conventionally
accepted C-J state to be in true equilibrium. One of the goals

FIGT'RE 1
Target Schematic.
A gold layer between the LiF
window an HE layer provides specular reflection
for the recording instrunents.

of the present work was to measure the reaction zone of
various rcacting explosives near to the C-J pressurein
piston-supportedexperimentswith sufficient resolution to

approximately 25 mm in diameter and 2 or 3 mm thick.

determine if such a slow reaction was present. In addition,
extending the measurementsto pressu€s significantly above

They were struck by a 3 mm thick I100 Aluminum flyer
plate. As shown in Fig. I, a LiF window 5 mm thick was

the C-J state provides new information on the inen and

anached to the rear of the FIE sample. A thin (4000A) gold

reaction product Hugoniots.

layer evaporated onro the LiF window at the HM-iF

2. Experimental

interface provided a specularly reflective surface for the
VISAR. ln some experimenrs,a 0.5 mm buffer of

Plane shock waves were sent through thin planar TNT

Magnesium alloy was placed between the IIE and the

and LX-17 (92.5n.5 TATB/KEL-F) samplesusing the two-

LiF to help protect the reflective interface from

stage light gas gun facility at LLNL and the velocity profiles

3-dimensionaliregularities in the shock front. Two

of the emerging wave at a LiF reference window were

shorting pins flush to the impact surface of the tlE across the

measuredby a VISAR vel@itometer. The t{E sampleswere

target diameter provided a trigger pulse for the diagnostic

*Work performed under the auspicesof the U.S. Departmentof Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
under contract W-7405-Ens-48.
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equipment. A 50 mm f1.8 lens mounted at the rear of the
target assemblyfocussedlight from the VISAR systemonto
the reflective surface at the LiFAIE or LiFMg interface and
collected the returning light.
The velocity of the LiFAIE interface was measured using

o

returninglight
to
interferometer

100pm core
slep index fiber
M03

a VISAR interferometer system of a "push-pull" design by
Hemsing3 and an Argon ion laser for illumination. The
VISAR system,including the photomultipliers and recording
'
hole)
M l ( r i 8 centrol

instrumentation,had a 1.5 ns net rise time and a 3 m/s

<-

velocity resolution limit. The VISAR interferometer was

MO ' ( (

mounted on an optical table housed in a room separatefrom
the gas gun room. Fiber optical cableslinked the

\\

\/

ii5#'frgl'

interferometer to another set of optics (the gunroom optics)
immediately a.ljacent to the gun tank which illuminated and
collected light from the urget. Separatefiben were used for
the illuminating and reflected light. To reduce signal
degradationdue to dispersionin electronic cables,the
VISAR photomultipliers were mounted adjacentto the
electronic recording instrumentation in the gun control room
and linked to the interferometer via optical fiber.

FIGT'RE 2
which couples
Schematic of gunroom optics,
MO-10x
between fibers and target.
light
L 2 a n d L l a r e 5 0 m r n1 . 8
microscope objective.
camera lenses.

The gunroom optics shown in Fig. 2 were designedto
illuminate the target with light from one fiber, while coupling

was 231.4 m/s per fringe for a free surface target' For a

coaxially reflected light into the retum frber to the
interferometer. A 3" diameter mirror (M1) wittr a cenral

target windowed with LiF a correction must tre supplied due
to the shock induced index of refraction change. This has

l/8" hole picks offretuming light from the beam path of the

been calib'rated by other laboratories5, and in our experiment

illuminating beam. The target lens (Ll) was focussedsuch

implied a l8l m/s fringe constant.

that the reflected beam diameter at Ml was larger than this
hole for all anticipated sample movement during the shot.

3. Results

The coarsefocusing of lens MO2 was such that the aperture
of Ll was imaged to the apertureof MO3, which coupled the

Figures 3 and 4 show the measured velocity profiles for
TNT and for LX-17 respectively. The indicated pressures

light into the return-beam fiber. The fine adjustrnent of rhe

are the calculated piston supported Pressuresbased on the

lenseswas such to both maximize the amount of retuming

measuredflyer velocity and estimated equation of states

light, and to maximize the depth of field.

(EOS) of the two explosives. Due to the finite responsetime

Apart from the use of fiber optics, the design of the

of the VISAR photomultipliers, the instrumentationcould

Reference 2 for details ofthe optical

not rccord the nearly instantaneouspassageof fringes at the
moment of shock when the velocity jumps discontinuously.

arrangement of the interferometer and data analysis schemC

We allowed 3 ns for the photomultipliers to settle (twice the

for a "push-pull" VISAR. The gist of the techniqueis that

responsetime). As a consequence,we must consider an

due to aDoppler shift, a shift in fringes (sinusoidalvariation

unknown, but integer number of fringes to have skipped

of light output from the interferometer) is obsewed

past uffecorded at the moment of shock. By comparing the

proportional to the change in target velocity, with the

data wittr the expected velocityrwe determine the integer

proportionality constant dependent on the length of an etalon

number of fringes to add as an offset to the record, and after

inside the interferometer. (For our experiment,the constant

multiplying by l8l m/s per fringe we obtain the velocity

interferometer followed that of Hemsing and others and the
reader is referred to

Visar wave profile measurementsin supra-compressedHE

7t9

records shown in the Figure. Since the difference between

Kineke and West6 supra-comprcssive data on TNT. A more

measuredand calculated velocities behind the reaction zone

detaileddescription of this calculation is in Reference 7.

(>70ns) are significantly less than l8l rnls we have

4. Discussion

correctly identified the integer number of fringes shpped.

4.I TNT

The calculated curves for TNT were made by an ignition
and growth reactive flow hydrodynamic calculation assuming

T\e 20.2 GPa shot is close to the C-J stateand shows a
reaction zone which ends at about t=100 ns, but seemsto

a JWL EOS with the parameters:PCI=190 kB, p61.645,

tail--out possibly to 200 ns. There is no apparent long time

Vosr=0.693 cn/ps, E0=0.07, R 1=5.6, R2=2.1, 1p=Q.1,

constant component of the decay since the data is fairly level

A=8.797808, 8=0.322774, C=0.01914. This JWL EOS

from t=200 to t=6(X) (only the first 350 ns are shown), when

was obtained by fiaing cylinder test expansion data and

the release wave from the rear of the flyer arrives. For the
30.9 GPa shot, the change in velocity (Av) acrossthe

5.2

rcaction zone has decreasedfrom about 0.4 km/s to 0.1 km/s
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FIGURE 3
VISAR measured velocity profiles of LiF/HE interface for TNT at three different (calculated) piston supported pressures. Note the diferent time scale of the
top plot. The dashed curves are calculated results using a JWL equation of state.

Measured velocity profiles of LiF/HE interface for LX17 at two different (calculated) piston supported pressures. The expected velocities after the reaction zone
for the top and bottom records are 3.1 and 1.8 km/s,
respectively. In the top record, the feature at t:270 ns
is related to the arrival of a second shock from the
aluminum/LX-l7 interface. The fluctuations at
t:25 ns iri the bottom record are spurious, not related
to a velocity feature, judging from the radii of the
fringe signala. (This may be due to 3-dimensionality
of the shock front.)
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and hasnarrowedto 60 or 70 ns.
At the highestpressure,Avhasreducedevenfurther. But
the mostsignificantfeatureof this recordis thatfor
3<t<15 ns the velocity increases,whereasfor the other
recordsthevelocity monotonicallydecreased
from >3 ns.
We areconfidenttheinitial rise is not an artifactof the
risetime(1.5 ns) of the photomultiplien sinceit is too slow,
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